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Best known for the vampire films he made in the 1970s, Jean Rollin was a singular French
filmmaker who straddled the boundaries between art, horror, and exploitation. Working on
the margins of the mainstream film industry, he also made adult films in order to finance his
more personal work. Due to this association with the exploitation circuit and because of the
peculiar eroticism and fanciful tone that characterised his films, he was violently scorned and
ridiculed by French mainstream critics and audiences, who saw him as nothing more than a
base purveyor of sleaze.1 His first film, The Rape of the Vampire (Le viol du vampire),
released in 1968, triggered riotous reactions in cinemas and a ‘surge of hateful rage’ in the
press.2 Genre critics and fans were no more receptive to his work: according to Cathal Tohill
and Pete Tombs, the most important French genre publication, Midi-Minuit Fantastique
1

Jean Rollin, MoteurCoupez!: Mémoires d’un cinéaste singulier (Paris: Edite, 2008), p. 288.
Rollin, MoteurCoupez!, pp. 57-58. Rollin remembers that the respected newspaper Le Figaro dismissed the
film as the work of drunken students, and he later singles out the smug contempt of critics such as Alain Riou
and Jean-Philippe Guérand, from the influential Nouvel Observateur, in a section entitled ‘La honte’ (‘Shame’)
pp. 288-90.
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magazine, ‘hated’ The Rape of the Vampire and did not review it; The Iron Rose (La rose de
fer, 1973) was booed and heckled at the Convention du film fantastique de Paris, and The
Night of the Hunted (La nuit des traquées, 1980) got a similarly hostile reaction at the Sitges
fantastic film festival.3 Damaging myths were constructed around him, and Rollin gained a
terrible reputation in the French film industry.4 A special derogatory term, ‘Rollinade’, was
even coined to describe what was perceived as the disastrous quality of his filmmaking.5
As a result, Rollin’s work has received comparatively little thoughtful attention. This
has been slowly changing since the landmark publication of Cathal Tohill and Pete Tombs’s
book Immoral Tales in 1994, and the Redemption DVD releases in the early 2000s, which
made Rollin’s work more readily available. In recent years, a special issue of Kinoeye, Samm
Deighan’s edited collection Lost Girls: The Phantasmagorical Cinema of Jean Rollin, and
key essays by Isabelle Marinone and Mario De Giglio-Bellemare have started to develop
more complex reflections on Rollin,6 although to this day, his work is still categorised as
‘Eurotrash’ by numerous scholars, including those who appreciate his films.7 Despite this
enduring perspective on his cinema, and the feminist dismissals by authors such as Bonnie
Zimmerman and Andrea Weiss,8 within the exploitation framework that he was working in,
Rollin created a richly transgressive gothic-inflected world dominated by women. Over the
course of his long and turbulent career, he persistently ignored genre conventions and
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Cathal Tohill and Pete Tombs, Immoral Tales: Sex and Horror Cinema in Europe 1956-1984 (London:
Primitive Press, 1994), p. 142. According to Tohill and Tombs, Midi-Minuit Fantastique did not mention the
film because the magazine’s publisher, Eric Losfeld, was a friend of Rollin’s and did not want to give him a bad
review; see also Rollin, MoteurCoupez!, pp. 118, 194.
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Rollin, MoteurCoupez!, p. 101. According to Rollin, he had an atrocious reputation in the early 1970s, and
there were even rumours that his actresses disappeared and ended up in brothels in Tangiers or Egypt.
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Tohill and Tombs, Immoral Tales, pp. 151-52. The term was later reclaimed positively by sympathetic critics,
starting with Jean-Marie Sabatier in 1973 (Rollin, MoteurCoupez!, p. 118).
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See Blood Poetry: The Cinema of Jean Rollin, ed. by Steven Jay Schneider, Kinoeye, 2.7 (2002)
<http://www.kinoeye.org/index_02_07.php> [accessed 23 September 2020]; Samm Deighan, Lost Girls: The
Phantasmagorical Cinema of Jean Rollin (Windsor, Ontario: Spectacular Optical, 2017); Isabelle Marinone, ‘Le
surréalisme au service du fantastique. Jean Rollin un cinéaste “parallèle”’, in Les cinéastes français: A l’épreuve
du genre fantastique, ed. by Frédéric Gimello-Mesplomb (Paris: L’Harmattan, 2012), pp. 271-86; and Mario De
Giglio-Bellemare, ‘Dreaming Revolt: Jean Rollin and the French Fantastique in the Context of May 1968’, in
International Horror Film Directors: Global Fear, ed. by Danny Shipka and Ralph Beliveau (Bristol and
Chicago: Intellect Press, 2017), pp. 191-222. Jean Rollin’s films are now available to stream at
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Ernest Mathijs and Xavier Mendik, Alternative Europe: Eurotrash and Exploitation Cinema Since 1945
(London and New York: Wallflower Press, 2004) includes a foreword by Jean Rollin and a chapter on his work.
It is telling that in his foreword, Rollin uses the terms ‘popular’ and ‘B-series’, and never ‘Eurotrash’ or
‘exploitation’, to define the cinema he practises.
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Bonnie Zimmerman, ‘Daughters of Darkness: The Lesbian Vampire on Film’, in Planks of Reason: Essays on
the Horror Film, ed. by Barry Keith Grant and Christopher Sharrett (Oxford: Scarecrow Press, 2004), pp. 72-81
(p. 74); and Andrea Weiss, Vampires and Violets: Lesbians in the Cinema (London: Penguin, 1993), p. 85.
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undermined traditional roles, fashioning complex female characters that defied dominant
views of women in horror cinema, and in society at large.
Rollin’s anarchic reveries emerged in the charged landscape of late-1960s France, as
the country was gripped by student protests and paralysed by a general strike. The AngloIrish gothic novel was born in the ripples of the French Revolution, and Rollin’s ruined
castles, decaying cemeteries, imperilled innocents, and seductive predators appeared in
another time of social and political upheaval. In keeping with the period’s general
questioning of power structures, the feminist movement was gaining momentum. Just as
gothic novels such as Horace Walpole’s The Castle of Otranto (1764) or Ann Radcliffe’s The
Mysteries of Udolpho (1794) had reflected women’s changing positions and aspirations in
eighteenth-century society, Rollin’s virgins and vampires tapped into the revolutionary
redefinition of sexual and social roles in the 1960s and 70s. This was true of all of the
vampire films he made in that period, from his 1968 debut The Rape of the Vampire, through
The Nude Vampire (La vampire nue, 1970), The Shiver of the Vampires (Le frisson des
vampires, 1971), and Requiem for a Vampire (Requiem pour un vampire, 1971), to Lips of
Blood (Lèvres de sang, 1975).9
These pale damsels and their forbidding fortresses came obliquely from the gothic
novels of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, including Radcliffe’s The Italian, or The
Confessional of the Black Penitents (1797) and The Mysteries of Udolpho, which Rollin
mentioned in his memoirs,10 as well as Bram Stoker’s Dracula (1897), referenced in the later
part of his career in La fiancée de Dracula (2002).11 Rollin’s use of these gothic motifs does
not conform with the cinematic conventions established by Universal in the 1930s – isolated
mansion, stormy night, eerie mist – or Hammer in the 1950s – lavish sets, period costumes,
graphic gore. Full of literary references and heightened artifice, their eroticism shaded by
strangeness, Rollin’s films are more poetic than horrific. This is because their gothic elements
are filtered through Rollin’s artistic and literary influences, most importantly Surrealism. His
castles are shaped by the paintings of Paul Delvaux and Clovis Trouille, and, most crucially,
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Horace Walpole, The Castle of Otranto (London: Penguin, 2002); and Ann Radcliffe, The Mysteries of
Udolpho (London: Penguin, 2001).
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Rollin, MoteurCoupez!, pp. 323-25; and Radcliffe, The Italian, or The Confessional of the Black Penitents
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1998).
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Rollin’s references therefore encompass the initial burst of gothic novels, generally considered to run from
Walpole’s The Castle of Otranto to Charles Robert Maturin’s 1820 Melmoth the Wanderer (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1992), as well as the late-Victorian evolution of the gothic into the vampire tales, such as J.
Sheridan Le Fanu’s 1871 Carmilla (in In a Glass Darkly (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1993), pp. 243319); and Stoker’s Dracula (Ware: Wordsworth Editions, 1993).
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by André Breton’s reflections on gothic literature.12 The Anglo-Irish gothic novel provided a
model for the imaginary space of Surrealism, and Breton specifically refers to Matthew
Lewis’s The Monk (1796) in the First Manifesto of Surrealism (1924).13 Aspiring to inhabit
that imaginary space, Rollin adopted the references that framed it.
Within this surrealist-inflected gothic territory, his perilous maids were closely
inspired by Simone, the perverse young protagonist of para-Surrealist Georges Bataille’s
novella Story of the Eye (Histoire de l’oeil, 1928).14 Under Bataille’s potent influence, Rollin
revitalised the subversive potential of the gothic heroine and created a new type of female
rule-breaker, who took up the challenge to the patriarchal order that had been initiated by her
predecessors. Rollin’s murderous maidens go further, fundamentally questioning not simply
male authority, but all structures of power. Like Bataille’s Simone and her forebears, Sade’s
Juliette and Radcliffe’s Emily, Rollin’s female characters, precisely because of the
transgressive potential of their gender, are the ultimate embodiment of individual freedom in
their own tumultuous times.15 For Rollin, and preceding male authors of subversion such as
Sade and Bataille, it is female characters, and more specifically, freely erotic female
characters, who come to represent the most radical revolt against the law.
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Rollin, MoteurCoupez!, pp. 367-68, 92; and Marinone, ‘“Poésie folle”: Jean Rollin, cinéaste parallèle’, in
Cinémas libertaires: au service des forces de transgression et de révolte, ed. by Nicole Brenez and Marinone
(Villeneuve d’Ascq: Presses Universitaires du Septentrion, 2015), pp. 327-36 (p. 329).
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André Breton, Manifestes du surréalisme (Paris: Gallimard, 1966), p. 22. Sade had already singled out
Lewis’s The Monk (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1990) as an example of ‘enchantment and
phantasmagoria’ in his 1799 pamphlet ‘Idées sur les romans’, in Sade, Oeuvres (Paris: Le club français du livre,
1953), pp. 635-56 (p. 648). The extent of the influence of the Anglo-Irish gothic novel on Breton is evident in
the numerous mentions throughout his work, including in Les vases communicants (Paris: Gallimard, 1955), p.
118, and ‘Limites non-frontières du surréalisme’, which specifically references Walpole’s Otranto (in La clé des
champs (Paris: Union Générale d’Editions, 1973), pp. 2-35 (pp. 30-31)). Breton also wrote an essay on
Maturin’s Melmoth, which was published as the preface to Jean-Jacques Pauvert’s 1954 edition of the novel.
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Rollin, MoteurCoupez!, p. 12; and Georges Bataille, Histoire de l’oeil, in Madame Edwarda, Le mort,
Histoire de l’œil (Paris: 10/18 Jean-Jacques Pauvert, 2012) (1928), pp. 87-169.
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Sade, Juliette, ou les prospérités du vice, in Œuvres, ed. by Michel Delon, 3 vols (Paris: Gallimard/La
Pléiade, 1998), III (1797-1801), pp. 180-1262.
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The Rape of the Vampire © Salvation Films 2020
Revolutions and Their Heroines
Gothic novels appeared in the century of revolutions, at a time when an entirely new political,
social, economic, and philosophical worldview violently deposed the previous divinely
validated feudal structure. Sade, whose tales of persecuted innocents and amoral tormentors
were in close affinity with gothic novels,16 explicitly linked the genre’s literary transgressions
to the political upheaval of the period, describing it as the ‘necessary fruit of the
revolutionary tremors felt by the whole of Europe’.17As the ideas of the Enlightenment
seemed to triumph, gothic novels more or less consciously channelled the suppressed
contradictions underpinning them. The rise of the new bourgeois, commerce-based society in
the eighteenth century had also led to the beginning of a shift in sexual and social roles.
Gothic novels interrogated not only the nature of the human subject and its place in the
world, but also, more specifically, the place and nature of woman as subject and as object.
The most commonly discussed gothic female character type is the persecuted maiden
who must fight off a male villain. In The Castle of Otranto and The Mysteries of Udolpho, the
misused young women are at once victims and heroines: oppressed by abusive male
authority, they must find ways of resisting the threats made to their integrity, both personal
and economic, without departing from social expectations regarding their gender. In his study
of romantic literature, Mario Praz adds a type less frequently discussed in the context of the
Anglo-Irish gothic novel – the ‘fatal woman’, a trope that, he asserts, finds its origin in
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For more on this, see Annie Le Brun, Les châteaux de la subversion (Paris: Garnier Frères, 1982).
Sade, ‘Idées sur les romans’, p. 648, trans. by Victor Sage, in The Gothick Novel: A Casebook, ed. by Sage
(London: MacMillan Press, 1990), pp. 48-49.
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Matilda, the ambiguous tempter of The Monk.18 For Praz, both ‘fatal man’ and ‘fatal woman’
are at odds with society – different, superior, and deadly.19 The fatal woman, who, like her
brother, ruthlessly seeks satisfaction of her appetites and ambitions, clearly is a transgressive
figure, but I would argue that the persecuted maiden is too, to a lesser, more socially
acceptable degree. Although the fatal woman is forceful and aggressive, while the persecuted
maiden (Radcliffe’s Emily or Walpole’s Isabella) is modest and decorous, both express
personal desires and endeavour to gain control over their lives and bodies, and are therefore
both key to the gothic novels’ undermining of the social hierarchies of their time.
When Rollin began to make films in the late 1960s, Western societies were once more
in the midst of a revolutionary turmoil that threatened all power structures – capitalist,
colonial, patriarchal, and generational. The use of gothic motifs in his work at this time
corresponded to a renewed questioning of the established order.20 His first feature film, The
Rape of the Vampire, was released in May 1968, the precise month when opposition to
President Charles de Gaulle’s morally repressive government, students’ revolt against
university authorities, workers’ uprising against factory bosses, and anti-Vietnam-War
protests coalesced into a general strike. As fighting raged on the barricades and youthful
rebels exchanged paving stones and tear gas with riot police, most cinema releases were
cancelled by distributors, and Rollin’s debut was one of the only films screened in that
turbulent month. As male authority was shaken with fresh vigour in the 1960s-70s by the
women’s movement, Rollin’s female vampires, to an even greater extent than their gothic
predecessors, tapped into the re-assessment of sexual identity and roles.
They were not alone; in the early 1970s, a horde of female vampires descended on
European cinema, many of them inspired by two central figures, one fictional, the other
historical: J. Sheridan Le Fanu’s Carmilla (1871-72) and the sixteenth-century Hungarian
Countess Báthory (1560-1614). Roger Vadim updated Le Fanu’s story in Blood and Roses
18

Mario Praz, La chair, la mort, et le diable dans la littérature du XIXe siècle: Le romantisme noir (Paris:
Editions Denoël, 1977), p. 167. Although Praz connects this character type to the influence of the vampiric myth
on Romantic authors (pp. 183-94), he curiously omits to mention Le Fanu’s vastly influential Carmilla.
19
Praz, La chair, la mort, et le diable, p. 234. But where the ‘fatal man’ deliberately embraces evil, the
examples of the ‘fatal woman’ given by Praz tend to emphasise her passivity, an immorality that is innate rather
than conscious, and a cruelty that is inadvertent rather than intended. His text suggests that the female of the
species is immoral by nature rather than by design, fatal because of her excessive beauty and sensuality rather
than through active desire. This implies that evil is a fault of character in those women, rather than the
intentional (im)moral choice of their male counterparts, which comparatively diminishes the agency and
potency of the fatal woman. In his examination, Praz ignores instances of actively fatal women who are true
equivalents of his male examples, such as Carmilla, and Charlotte Dacre’s Victoria in her 1806 work Zofloya, or
The Moor (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2008), not to mention Sade’s foundational Juliette.
20
In ‘Dreaming Revolt’, Giglio-Bellemare connects the revolutionary impact of The Rape of the Vampire to its
place in the French fantastique tradition.
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(Et mourir de plaisir, 1960), and this was followed by Camillo Mastrocinque’s Crypt of
Horror (La cripta e l’incubo, 1964). Seeing the potential, Hammer developed their Karnstein
trilogy – The Vampire Lovers (1970), Twins of Evil (1971), and Lust for a Vampire (1972) –
while in Spain, Vicente Aranda filmed his own take on Carmilla (The Blood-Spattered Bride
(La novia ensangrentada, 1972)), followed a year later by his fellow countryman Jess Franco
with The Female Vampire. Countess Báthory inspired Hammer’s Countess Dracula (1971),
as well as Harry Kümel’s Daughters of Darkness (Les lèvres rouges, 1971), Jorge Grau’s The
Legend of Blood Castle (Ceremonia sangrienta, 1973), and a segment of Walerian
Borowczyk’s Immoral Tales (Contes immoraux, 1973). Franco’s Vampyros Lesbos (1971),
Stephanie Rothman’s The Velvet Vampire (1971) and José Larraz’s Vampyres (1974) were
also centred on sexually ambivalent female vampires.
One of the reasons for the popularity of these characters was the erotic potential of
lesbian-vampire tales. As David Pirie has noted, the erotic connotations of the vampire films
began to be more systematically expressed in the 1950s.21 As censorship shifted and social
standards mutated, filmmakers and producers began to devise increasingly daring fare in
order to satisfy the demands of the cinema-going public. Yet many of these films go far
beyond mere exploitative thrills. Working on the margins of the film industry afforded genre
and exploitation filmmakers a high level of freedom. This meant that some of the European
lesbian-vampire films (including Rollin’s own), while directed by men for the most part,
offered richer, franker, and bolder explorations of female desire than many productions of
their equally male-authored mainstream counterparts. In particular, genre and exploitation
filmmakers were able to express more freely their own fascination and ambivalence in
relation to the power of female sexuality.

21

David Pirie, The Vampire Cinema (New York: Crescent Books, 1977), p. 100.
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The Birth of the Vampire
The Rape of the Vampire thus anticipated the flood of female-vampire films that followed in
its wake, but Rollin’s debut already featured well-defined, singular character types that would
become typical of his work, and would mark it out from other similarly themed films of the
period. In contrast to other contemporary directors, Rollin’s gothic inspiration is oblique and
he does not feature specific literary figures (the late appearance of Dracula in La fiancée de
Dracula being the exception). His films are not structured around the opposition between
female victim and male aggressor found in Udolpho, Otranto, The Monk, or Dracula, as both
virgin and vampire, prey and predator, are female. Neither is there a disapproving emphasis
on the monstrous nature of the female vampire as in the Hammer films (the ‘monstrous libido
machine’, as Pirie describes Mircalla in Lust for a Vampire).22 Instead, both virgins and
22

Pirie, The Vampire Cinema, p. 123.
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vampires blur the lines between persecuted maiden and fatal woman, between vulnerability
and violence, innocence and perversion, the nature of both often uncertain, ambiguous,
shifting, the demarcation between them indistinct. In fact, very often, the virgin is the
vampire in Rollin’s films, merging what is habitually separated, not only in gothic novels, but
also in 1960s-70s cinema, and more specifically in Hammer films.
The origin of the striking mix of innocence and perversity that is so characteristic of
Rollin’s heroines can be traced to Bataille’s Story of the Eye and its main character Simone,
the teenage disrupter who leads the young male narrator into increasingly outlandish sexual
experiments. Bataille was the lover of Rollin’s mother for four years, after she had separated
from his father.23 Although the relationship ended when Rollin was still a child, it had an
enormous influence on his artistic development. This is how Rollin explained the importance
of Simone on his work:
All the adolescents in my books and films are reinterpretations of Simone, of
possibilities of her, of no one but her. They are covert representations of the little girl
who is so angelically perverse, so innocent, when you think about it: only a child
could experience such fever without being sullied. Only adolescents could remain
innocent, pure, while having committed the worst acts, for their atmosphere was
disobedience itself. […] It is also Simone who haunts my Two Vampire Orphans,
who cannot be spoiled or tarnished by anything, and who practise evil with the same
tranquil impunity. Finally, she is in the savage girls with childlike bodies, all full of
true obscenity, that is, those whose transgressions are natural.24

It is this conflation of opposites, of sweetness and savagery, of purity and criminality, in the
character of Simone that led Rollin to the blending of habitually antithetical categories of
female characters in his films. This is already the case in The Rape of the Vampire, which
marks the inception of the two central character types found throughout Rollin’s work: the
elementally cruel domineering vampire and the child-like but lethal virgin-vampire. Divided
into two parts, each with its own distinct atmosphere, the film focuses first on four sisters
who live in a derelict castle in the woods, on the edge of a village. Persecuted by the villagers
and manipulated by the shady owner of the castle, the sisters believe that they are vampires.
A young psychoanalyst, Thomas, accompanied by two friends, visits them with the aim of
disproving what he takes to be a delusion. But after he falls in love with one of the young
women, he becomes convinced that they truly are what they claim to be. Wistfully wandering
through dark woods or candle-lit corridors in long white dresses, the four sisters are
23
24

Marinone, ‘“Poésie folle”’, p. 332.
Rollin, MoteurCoupez!, p. 12 (trans. by Sélavy).
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enshrouded in a melancholy world of affliction, doom, and decay. Reprising some of the
characters from the first part, the tonally different second part sees an exotic-looking vampire
queen arrive from the sea to enact her vengeance on those who betrayed her, and to advance
her secret plans for domination. Dadaist, playful, and anarchic, this section embraces the raw
vigour of the undead ruler, as she seeks to impose her will upon the world.
In both parts, the film blurs the boundaries between persecuted and aggressor as
virgins and vampires, women and men, are found in both categories. The sisters are both
victimised heroines and supernatural creatures with deadly powers, although they do not use
them. While they initially appear to be defenceless maidens, they are ambivalent figures that
unite characteristics of both the victims and villains of gothic tales. On the other hand, the
vampire queen, played by Jacqueline Sieger (who appears to be the first Black vampire in
cinema, a few years before 1972’s Blacula and 1973’s Ganja and Hess), is a fatal woman
whose uninhibited drive and irresistible vitality are portrayed with a great degree of
enthusiasm, as she ruthlessly pursues her desires. Improbably arriving from the sea on a small
boat, she is as wilfully energetic and unconsciously calamitous as a tidal wave.
In this complication of the victim-and-villain opposition found in gothic novels, the
long white dresses worn by the vampire sisters plays an important part. The customary attire
of the imperilled young woman in gothic cinema (as seen, for instance, F. W. Murnau’s 1922
Nosferatu, and the 1931 and 1958 versions of Dracula), it has a direct source in the gothic
novel, in the white nightdress of Lucy Westenra in Dracula, or the white gown of the muchcoveted Antonia at the beginning of The Monk, for instance. The white dress in those literary
scenes, as in Nosferatu, Dracula, and The Rape of the Vampire, is an immediate visual
signifier of virginity and vulnerability, the two notions being intimately connected, and it
bears a complex erotic charge. 25
In Rollin’s cinema, the white dress continues to denote the erotic appeal of virginity,
but it no longer simply designates the young woman wearing it as an object of desire destined
to be victimised. A recurrent motif of Rollin’s cinema, as seen also in Lips of Blood,
25

Lucy’s nightdress, worn out on the streets as she sleepwalks to meet the Count, is an improper public outfit
for a young woman of her time; this is underlined by Mina, who worries about the possibility Lucy may be seen
when she finds her missing friend (Stoker, Dracula, pp. 76-78). In The Monk, Antonia first appears in a white
dress and is immediately presented as an object of desire; it is the tension between the very limited parts of her
body that are visible and the severely chaste attire that hides her beauty that makes her so attractive to Don
Lorenzo (Lewis, The Monk, p. 9). Sarah Heaton has reflected on the symbolic ambiguity of the wedding dress,
representing both innocence and sexual availability, and also noted the ‘associations the white dress has with the
nightgown – a garment that has become increasingly associated with the dream space of sleep, the erotic of
underwear, and the madness of asylum wear’ (Sarah Heaton, ‘Wayward Wedding Dresses: Fabricating Horror
in Dressing Rituals of Femininity’, in Fashioning Horror: Dressing to Kill on Screen and in Literature, ed. by
Julia Petrov and Gudrun D. Whitehead (London: Bloomsbury, 2018), pp. 83-100 (pp. 83, 85)).
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Fascination (1979), and The Living Dead Girl (La morte vivante, 1982), the white dress worn
by the virgin-vampire associates innocence with transgressive urges. It visually embodies the
mix of innocence and perversity that so fascinated Rollin in Bataille’s Simone. It also
correlates feminine sexuality with the spectral and the funereal, a connection made explicitly
in later gothic-inflected novels such as Charles Dickens’s Great Expectations (1860) and
Charlotte Brontë’s Jane Eyre (1847).26 However, in contrast to Miss Havisham or Bertha
Mason, whose decaying and sinister wedding dresses signal dispossession and warn against
feminine desire of the wrong kind – according to the patriarchal norms of their time – the
spectral eroticism of Rollin’s heroines signifies their freedom from all rules and boundaries.
As one of the vampire sisters and her psychoanalyst lover try to resist the vampire
queen’s nefarious designs, the second part pitches two kinds of vampires against one another.
Instead of the opposition found in Dracula and Carmilla (and many Hammer films) between
the disorder embodied by a supernatural creature and the rule of reason represented by a
doctor or scholar, the fight here is between two kinds of irrationality. The psychoanalyst, who
seems to be a clear heir to his learned gothic predecessors, is rapidly seduced by the other
side, and easily convinced of its reality, wishing to become a vampire himself. To this is
added the further complication that the vampire queen is using scientific, albeit fictional,
experiments to achieve her aims, so that the line between real and unreal, rational and
supernatural, like the one between virgin and vampire, and victim and aggressor, is
irredeemably blurred. This plunge into irrationality goes with the elliptical, illogical tone of
the film, the dream-like atmosphere, the sudden resurrections, and the impossible jumps
between disconnected spaces.
The second part of The Rape of the Vampire was shot in the La Borde clinic, an
experimental psychiatric clinic run by psychoanalyst Jean Oury and psychotherapist-cumphilosopher Félix Guattari (co-author of Capitalism and Schizophrenia with Gilles Deleuze,
1972-80), which provides an apt setting for the film’s muddling of boundaries. Instead of the
traditional separation between staff and patients, the latter were encouraged to take part in the
running of the clinic. Sieger, the vampire queen, was a former inmate who had stayed on to
help care for other patients, embodying in herself this rejection of rigid categorisations.27 In
26

In Jane Eyre (1847), Jane describes Bertha’s mysterious appearance in her room at night in this manner: ‘I
know not what dress she had on: it was white and straight; but whether gown, sheet, or shroud, I cannot tell’
(Charlotte Brontë, Jane Eyre (London: Penguin, 2006), p. 326). Quoting this passage, Catherine Spooner notes
the connection between the wedding dress and the ghostly in Brontë’s (and Radcliffe’s) work. See Spooner,
Fashioning Gothic Bodies (Manchester: University of Manchester Press, 2004), p. 46.
27
Rollin, MoteurCoupez!, p. 47.
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its challenge to the period’s commonly held views on sanity and insanity, The Rape of the
Vampire is in tune with the countercultural conception of madness as an alternative, nonconforming way of apprehending the world, and as a tool to challenge prevailing norms.
It is worth remembering that madness, and, more generally, the opposition between
rational and irrational, are also central gothic themes, which are often strongly associated
with gender. Gothic novels put reason and sanity to the test, either irrevocably upsetting, or
more or less convincingly restoring, the rational order at the end. In Otranto and Udolpho,
young women are nearly driven to distraction by the torment inflicted upon them by
powerful, tyrannical males. In Carmilla and Dracula, men of science and status repress,
control, and violently destroy a female sensuality that is associated with the irrational. In The
Rape of the Vampire, that rational male authority, represented by the psychoanalyst, is
quickly invalidated, or rather, invalidates itself because it is seduced by the other side – the
feminine, the beautiful, the irrational, the imaginary. Those aspects – troublingly ambivalent
in the novels mentioned above, where villains and vampires are described with a heady
mixture of attraction and revulsion – have become wholly positive in Rollin’s work. Not only
does the psychoanalyst grant that his female objects of study, who he thought deluded and
ignorant, are right and he is wrong, but he also passionately desires to become one of them. In
addition, the old crooked owner of the castle, who was exploiting the sisters’ ingenuousness,
loses his power over them – and his life – when he is killed by the vampire queen. In this
manner, The Rape of the Vampire ushers in Rollin’s two kinds of deadly enchantresses, the
vampire queen and the virgin-vampire, who expand on gothic gender subversions.
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Requiem for a Vampire © Salvation Films 2020

The Vampire Queen
The figure of the domineering female vampire that Rollin pioneered with Sieger is found
again in his third and fourth films at the turn of the 1970s, The Shiver of the Vampires and
Requiem for a Vampire. With echoes of Carmilla, the former’s story of fatal lesbian
seduction makes it the closest of Rollin’s films to those of his contemporaries, at least in
terms of plot. On the way to her honeymoon, the newlywed Isle decides to stop off at her
cousins’ castle with her husband, Antoine. On their arrival, they find that her cousins have
been killed by a female vampire, Isolde, who has taken over the place. On what should be
their wedding night, Isle, still wearing her white dress, asks Antoine to let her sleep alone,
claiming that she is too upset by the death of her cousins. During the night, in one of the most
famous scenes in Rollin’s work, Isolde suddenly appears inside the grandfather clock in Isle’s
room. Isolde seduces Isle, then leads her to the cemetery, where, attended by the two maids of
the castle, she bites her victim’s throat. In this scene, the traditional consummation of
marriage is rejected by Isle and is replaced by another form of penetration that marks the
vampiric lesbian union between Isle and Isolde.
The transition from the norm of marriage to the deviant union of Isle and Isolde is
paralleled by their physical transition from the castle to the cemetery. But although it would
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be easy to see this as a move from the world of the living to the world of the dead, that
distinction is fluid and not quite as clear cut as it may seem, as Isolde suggests when they
enter the cemetery. Castles and cemeteries are both connected to death in Rollin’s world.
Skulls, bones, and various macabre objects abound around the castle in The Shiver of the
Vampires, marking it as otherworldly a space as the cemetery is. Throughout Rollin’s cinema,
death is a magical realm outside of the realistic world. As part of that realm, both the castle
and the cemetery are placed outside of the rules of the living, and therefore outside of social
rules, and it is there that unconventional individual desires can be expressed.28

The Shiver of the Vampires © Salvation Films 2020

The wedding dress worn by Isle at the beginning of the sequence is significant in relation to
both the gothic genre and the film’s dismissal of marriage. Once her husband has left the
room, Isle takes her wedding dress off and is surprised in the nude by Isolde. After seducing
the young woman, the female vampire puts a black cape over Isle’s shoulders – leaving her
breasts fully exposed – before leading her to the cemetery. While acknowledging that some
of the decisions concerning’s Isle state of undress were taken to satisfy the requirements of
the exploitation circuit, Isle’s sartorial transition still offers an interesting reversal of gothic
conventions. In filmic adaptations of Dracula (starting with Tod Browning’s 1931 version),
the black cape has become a staple of the vampire costume. In the novel, Stoker makes much
28
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of the contrast between the virginal white of the victim and the black shadow of the vampire
in the nightly encounter between Lucy and the Count.29 In The Shiver of the Vampires, Isle
therefore sheds the traditional white dress of the imperilled virgin to don the black cape of the
dangerous predator.30 In so doing, she affirms her own individual desires and diverts the
sexual availability/vulnerability signalled by her dress away from its socially legitimate
claimant, her husband Antoine.31
The subversion of the institution of marriage is also found in Blood and Roses, which
preceded The Shiver of the Vampires by ten years, and in The Blood-Spattered Bride, which
followed Rollin’s film by two years. The modernisation of Carmilla in those films casts
doubt on the idea that women may find sexual and emotional fulfilment within the limitations
of matrimony, and hints at the sweeter delights to be found in Sapphic bonds. The theme
chimes with the period’s questioning of social conventions, and in The Shiver of the
Vampires, it is pushed further into countercultural territory through Isle’s hippie-esque purple
dress and braided hair, the psychedelic music composed by young French rock band
Acanthus, and the hallucinatory pink and purple lights that tint the castle walls. In all three
films, the sexual menace and forbidden pleasures that Carmilla represents in Le Fanu’s story
have become much more explicit, and much more attractive, with none of the anguished
repulsion attendant to the exquisite thrills felt by her nineteenth-century victims.
Indeed, Isle welcomes, rather than shuns, the danger to which she is exposed. In the
scene of her seduction, Isolde is an intruder who violates Isle’s private space, but Isle seems
happy to be ravished. The fantastical appearance of Isolde inside the clock indicates that we
may be in a dream world, and that what follows may reflect Isle’s own obscure fantasies,
suddenly materialising in the form of the vampire. Barbara Creed notes that, in lesbianvampire films of the period, ‘once bitten, the victim is never shy’, and this certainly applies
here.32 Isle actively participates in her seduction and clearly prefers the illicit rapture of her
nightly trysts to socially sanctioned marital intercourse – so much so that, when her husband
wants to escape from the castle, she refuses to go with him. The virgin here is a woman very
much happy in her peril.
29
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In this manner, The Shiver of the Vampire repositions the virgin and the vampire on a
new axis of transgression. Although she initially seems to have all the characteristics of the
fatal woman, Isolde, an extension of the dangerously sensual gothic creature found in
Carmilla, does not destroy or corrupt her victim, but rather serves as an instrument for her
initiation and liberation from the norm. Once she has served her purpose, she loses her power.
Unusually, the vampire’s role as ‘sexual initiator’, noted by Creed, is not connected here to
any sway over the fascinated victim.33 Once Isle has discovered lesbian pleasures and violent
eroticism, she continues her own exploration, and later throws herself into an incestuous
union with her cousins that culminates in deadly ecstasy. Here, the white-clad virgin is
therefore the most transgressive character, because she is the one who crosses the boundaries
from heterosexual to homosexual, from marriage to incest, and from conventional life to the
thrills of death.

The Shiver of the Vampires © Salvation Films 2020
Dominique, the actress who played Isolde, returned as another imperious vampire in Rollin’s
following film, Requiem for a Vampire. The story focuses on two young delinquent girls on
the run, Marie and Michelle, who come across a forbidding castle in the forest and find
themselves prisoners, virgins destined to be used by an ailing male vampire, who inhabits the
33
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nearby cemetery, to propagate his dying race. The last vampire is supported in this scheme by
two women who he has turned into blood-suckers, the cruel Erica (Dominique), who rules the
castle, and the kinder Louise. Marie and Michelle first encounter Erica in the chapel of the
castle, to which they are attracted by the sound of the organ. Three hooded monk figures
stand around the altar, their backs to them (and to the camera), but when the girls come
closer, they see that inside the hoods there are only skeletons. The organ player turns around
and is revealed to be a woman dressed in masculine aristocratic garb, ominously baring two
long, pointed canines. In typical gothic manner, in this first encounter with Erica, the girls’
perceptions are unreliable: what seems to be alive is dead, what appears to be living is
undead, and a masculine exterior reveals a female entity.
In her dandyish accoutrements and in the pleasure she takes in the pain of others,
Erica recalls the fatal man embodied by Montoni in Udolpho, or the eponymous anti-hero of
Charles Maturin’s Melmoth the Wanderer (1820), as well as Sade’s ferocious libertines. Even
more androgynous and ambiguous than Isolde in The Shiver of the Vampires, Erica makes
explicit the muddying of gender in the vampiric figure in Rollin’s oeuvre. But despite her
formidable, commanding presence, she is only a half-vampire, not quite successfully turned
by her master, and unable to stop the disappearance of his race. Despite first impressions, the
vampires here are weak, and they desperately need the virgins.

Requiem for a Vampire © Salvation Films 2020
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Concomitantly, Marie and Michelle are not conventional damsels in peril, but social outcasts
and sexual explorers. In the opening scene of the film, they are fleeing in a speeding car,
dressed in clown outfits, shooting at their pursuers. Their incongruous dress instantly marks
them out as outside of the norm, and their actions designate them as outlaws. Once they find
themselves in the traditional situation of the persecuted gothic heroine, imprisoned in a castle,
their virginal integrity endangered by the vampires’ designs, their reactions not only diverge
from their literary predecessors, but also from one another’s. Michelle accepts the vampires’
plans while Marie rejects them, instead setting about losing her virginity in the manner she
pleases. As a consequence, Michelle chains her up and brutally whips her to make her reveal
the whereabouts of her lover, in an attempt to save them both from the vampires’ wrath and
retain their chances of eternal undead life.
Once more, the virgins are more transgressive than the vampires. Michelle embraces
death and is happy to trade her virginity for immortality; ostensibly an imperilled maiden, she
is herself capable of inflicting savage violence when Marie threatens their safety. For her
part, Marie transgresses against the transgressors, resisting their commands and disposing of
her body according to her own desires; although she appears to be the gentlest character in
the story, she is in effect the most defiantly individual. Both Requiem for a Vampire and The
Shiver of the Vampires therefore reverse the respective subversive weight of virgin and
villain in the gothic novel. In both films, the vampiric persecutor turns out to be a facilitator
who opens up doors onto fantastical worlds in which the virgin is free to explore her own
desires.

The Nude Vampire © Salvation Films 2020
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The Virgin-Vampire
Although the fatal-woman type, incarnated in the domineering female vampire, plays an
important part in Rollin’s films, it really is the transgressive virgin who is at the heart of his
work, and more particularly the virgin-vampire, who is first introduced in The Rape of the
Vampire. In The Nude Vampire, released two years later, she is again the focus, with
significant variations. Rollin’s second feature can be described as a contemporary, sciencefiction-tinged update on the ubiquitous gothic plot found, for instance, in Udolpho or
Otranto, in which a defenceless young woman is kept locked up in a castle by a powerful
older man with villainous intentions. In The Nude Vampire, a mysterious orphan girl is
sequestered by unscrupulous businessman Radamante, who has experiments performed on
her to discover the secret of her immortality. When Radamante’s son, Pierre, tries to find out
more about his father’s mysterious activities, Radamante and his associates remove her to a
castle outside of Paris.
In The Nude Vampire, as in The Rape of the Vampire, the supernatural blood drinker
is not the aggressor, but the persecuted, and the true vampires are the businessmen who want
to use her to become immortal. Wrapped in see-through orange veils rather than virginal
white, the placid, mute orphan is chased in one scene through bleak streets at night by human
figures wearing animal masks. Influenced by Georges Franju’s Judex (1963), this surreal,
oneiric scene is an urban modernisation of the supernatural occurrences found in Udolpho,
Otranto, or The Monk, the dark alleys and animal heads evoking the obscure, rapacious
forces of desire that threaten the vulnerable virgin.34 Following Stoker’s Dracula, cinematic
vampires have often been associated with nocturnal or predatory animals (wolf and hyena in
Nosferatu; wolves, bats, and spiders in the 1931 Dracula; bats in Requiem for a Vampire;
bats and a stuffed tiger in Vampyres), but in The Nude Vampire, it is the humans who are
closely affiliated with the feral, and the fantastical masks worn by the girl’s pursuers
underline the savage impulses that lie under social appearances.
The opposition between the businessmen on the one hand and their victim and her
rescuers on the other reflects the generational and ideological conflict of the time, and as in
The Shiver of the Vampires, there is a clear countercultural streak running through the film.
The rag-tag group of semi-naked young people who invade the castle to liberate her from the
clutches of her armed captors look like flower children. The true nature of the orphan girl and
34
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her people remains ambiguous: they may be vampires, or mutants prefiguring a new future
human race. The struggle between the vampires/mutants and the businessmen echoes that of
young hippies against a brutally oppressive older generation that seeks to exploit others for its
own gains. It is a battle between young and old, love and greed, freedom and repression. The
Nude Vampire thus reinvents for the Woodstock generation the gothic novel’s trope of the
young woman in peril: still persecuted by the patriarchal, and also here, capitalist, order, she
now has the potential within her to overthrow that domination. For although the orphan
vampire remains passive throughout, it is implied that she has a dormant deadly power that
her gothic predecessors did not possess.
In The Nude Vampire, the virgin-vampire may not use that power, but in the majority
of Rollin’s films, she does. By far the most common type of character in his work is the
ethereal maiden who kills. Frail-looking and white-clad like the persecuted young woman of
gothic nightmares, she is in fact the most lethal threat in the story. The character of the
virginal but dangerous young woman reappears in Lips of Blood, Fascination, and The Living
Dead Girl. In Lips of Blood, she is the angelic-looking, incestuous, patricidal vampire kept
locked up and hidden away by her mother, until she is discovered and freed by her brother. In
The Living Dead Girl, she is the dead chatelaine revived by a chemical accident, who needs
to feed on the living to sustain her unnatural existence. In Fascination, she is found in the two
young women who so daintily dance together to a nostalgic tune, before they are revealed to
belong to an all-female blood-drinking secret society. All of these characters ruthlessly act on
their immediate and bloody desires, but they do so with the guileless ingenuity and primitive
unselfconsciousness of children.

Lips of Blood © Salvation Films 2020
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Rollin’s favoured character type can thus be described as a recurring gothic figure revised
through Bataille’s lens: the virgin who embraces desire instead of fleeing from it, or rather,
the virgin who openly acts on her own desires, instead of being subjected to predatory male
desires. Struggling to dispose of herself as she wishes, her impulses circumscribed by
obligations of propriety, the persecuted gothic maiden of Radcliffe and Walpole’s
imaginations is the object of criminal desire and must protect herself from it, while covertly
seeking to bring about the satisfaction of her own desires. In contrast, Rollin’s virginvampires, like Bataille’s Simone, are criminally desiring subjects who still retain the
innocence of the virginal gothic maiden. Actively lustful and naively amoral, they reverse the
transgressive order of gothic characters: even more so than the fatal woman and her tenebrous
male counterpart, Rollin’s virgin-vampire is the radical rule breaker, and she continues to
expand the dislocation of the dominant world order started by her gothic ancestors.
The abundant female nudity in Rollin’s films must be understood in this context.
Initially, it was imposed by producers on Rollin, but at a time when censorship limited what
could be shown on screen in France, the representation of sex and nudity still bore a powerful
political charge, of which Rollin was keenly aware. 35 Soon, he realised ‘the subversive
potential of those kinds of scenes, and their poetic and strange quality’, and turned them into
an integral part of his cinema. In this, he was influenced by Paul Delvaux’s paintings, which
featured ‘nude, majestic women appearing in unusual places (train stations, rail tracks, busy
streets, etc.)’.36 The statuesque Brigitte Lahaie brandishing a scythe on the bridge over the
moat in Fascination, the elfin Marie-Pierre Castel emerging from openings in the castle’s
walls in The Shiver of the Vampires, or the voluptuous Joëlle Coeur writhing wildly with
ferocious pleasure among the rocks on the beach in The Demoniacs (Les démoniaques, 1974)
are all startling, memorable images, imbued with a surreal strangeness that diverts their
intended erotic purpose. The use of well-known adult-film actresses, such as Lahaie, in
unexpected situations, and their casting based on their emotional qualities, rather than as
mechanical performers of sexual acts, is central to this (and this was a deliberate choice that
was misunderstood and mocked with snarling derision by the critics).37 Rollin thus films
35
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female nudity in a way that does not signal frailty, weakness, objectification, or victimhood
(the ‘pure temptation’ of the virginal body described by Le Brun), but rather asserts the
confident vigour of the desiring female subject and the formidable power of her lustful
vitality.38

The Nude Vampire © Salvation Films 2020

Mistresses of the Castle
Often presented amid the crumbling stones of decrepit fortresses, female nudity is the true
inhabitant of Rollin’s castles. Much has been written about the relationship between the
persecuted gothic heroine and the castle, and the connection between issues of legitimacy and
usurpation and the unjust limitations on women’s property rights in the eighteenth century.39
Ownership of the castle is also a key, if more discreet, theme in Rollin’s films. In The Rape of
the Vampire, there is some ambiguity about who really owns the castle – the vampire sisters
who inhabit it, or the shady old man who is manipulating them to his own ends. In The Nude
Vampire, Radamante initially controls the castle where he hides the orphan girl, but later, his
two maids, who are revealed to be vampire/mutant people, take over. This reversal of
38
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ownership is strikingly illustrated in a scene where the two maids, played by real-life twins
Marie-Pierre and Catherine Castel, simultaneously descend the stairs inside the two identical
towers that connect the first-floor mezzanine to the ground-floor hall, their own symmetry in
harmony with the architecture. In The Shiver of the Vampires, Isle’s two male cousins and
owners of the castle are killed by Isolde, who likewise seizes control. Here again, the two
maids in the service of Isle’s cousins play a crucial role in fighting Isolde, eventually
defeating her deadly rule. Performing the actions that their incapacitated masters cannot, they
are the true mistresses of the castle. In Requiem for a Vampire, Erica reigns over the castle
that her master is too weak even to inhabit, confined as he is to his coffin. In Fascination,
Eva and Elisabeth present themselves as maids who have travelled ahead to prepare the castle
for their masters, but for most of the film they are in charge of the place, and they await the
arrival, not of their masters, but of their fellow female blood drinkers.
Within and across these films, there is thus a transition of ownership of the castle,
from male to female, and from master to servant. This transition hints at a change of order, an
upending of the hierarchical system that has dominated up until that point. In this thematic
strand too, Rollin furthers subversions originally introduced in the gothic novel. As Kathleen
Hudson argues, servant characters, and in particular, servant narratives in the gothic novel,
reflected the rise of individualism and the seismic renegotiation of social relationships
between dominant and dominated in the eighteenth century.40 In Rollin’s films, the overthrow
of the masters’ rule is similarly connected to a challenging of the social power structure – in
this case, the 1960s rejection of patriarchal capitalist society. The maids in The Nude Vampire
are initially defined by their submission to Radamante’s will, almost doll-like in their blank
obedience. The unexpected assertion of their individual, dissenting will later in the film
(similar to that of the maids in The Shiver of the Vampires) extends beyond the gothic
servant’s already ambivalently subversive role, dramatising a complete overturn of the social
order that would have been unthinkable in the eighteenth century.
As the examples above indicate, the transfer of power from master to servant in
Rollin’s films is often to the benefit of twinned young women. Rollin’s virgins-vampires
indeed frequently come in twos, and these female pairs, sometimes played by the Castel
twins, are a central foundation of his world. Often, as in The Shiver of the Vampires,
Fascination, or The Living Dead Girl, their mutual attachment is more intense than the ones
they form with men. In Requiem for a Vampire, Michelle whips Marie when the loss of her
40
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virginity dents the perfect hermeticism of their bond and threatens their access to immortality.
These pairs are not an uncommon feature in female vampire films of the time, as Twins of
Evil and Vampyres show, although they are used in significantly different ways. In the
former, the twins represent two crudely opposed poles, the good, chaste girl on the one hand,
and the lustful bad girl on the other, in a clear-cut moral contrast that typifies many Hammer
horror films of the period. In Vampyres, the two female vampires are central to an
oppressively sensual tale of all-consuming love, although the focus on their relationship is
diluted by a passionate affair with a male lover. More radically, in Rollin’s films, the twinned
virgin-vampires signify absolute female autonomy: the women create a self-contained world
with no need for anyone else, a world of imagination and poetry that men find hard to
penetrate but that some (Thomas in The Rape of the Vampire, Pierre in The Nude Vampire, or
Frédéric in Lips of Blood) dream of joining. Instead of expressing ‘a fundamental fear that
woman-bonding will exclude men and threaten male supremacy’, as Bonnie Zimmerman
argues lesbian-vampire films do, the sealed world of Rollin’s twinned women offers a
seductive alternative order.41
That new, or parallel, order, ruled by the female pairs who have taken over the castles
from their former male masters, is, however, not a simple reflection of the feminist
movement and the advances of women in society. The feminine in Rollin’s work represents
something that goes beyond a simple gender category. In its position as socially nondominant, it comes to epitomise more broadly the outsider in relation to the normative mass,
the minority in relation to the majority. Rollin’s female characters are social outcasts and
criminals, like the vampire sisters in The Rape of the Vampire, Marie and Michelle in
Requiem for a Vampire, Jennifer in Lips of Blood, or Eva and Elisabeth in Fascination. In
Rollin’s work, as in Sade’s Juliette, or the Prosperities of Vice (1797-1801) and Bataille’s
Story of the Eye, female criminal desire – murderous, incestuous, deviant – is the most
subversive force precisely because female desire is the form of desire that is most repressed
by social and moral norms. As such, it becomes the most spectacular embodiment of the
irreducibility of all individual desire. Himself at odds with social, political, and artistic
norms, Rollin, like transgressive male creators Sade and Bataille before him, expresses
kinship with his female characters: the virgin-vampire is a figure of otherness that he
simultaneously identifies with and is seduced by.
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E. J. Clery compares the character of the persecuted maiden in Radcliffe’s The
Romance of the Forest and Sade’s Justine, or the Misfortunes of Virtue (1791) and wonders
why it is that, in both novels, ‘it is the fate of a female character that occasions [the]
examination’ of ‘the nature of “man”, that gendered “abstraction”’.42 She argues that, in the
two novels, ‘woman appears as a test-case; other than herself yet always retaining the
decisive mark of sexual difference’.43 One of the key points emerging from her discussion is
that the revolutionary potential of gothic female characters is not rigidly tied up to the gender
of the author, and that both male and female authors have used the persecuted maiden as a
‘test-case’. Rollin’s female vampire, whether fatal or virginal, can also be considered as such
a ‘test-case’. In her sexual difference, as well as in the more general otherness that she
embodies, Rollin’s ingenuous temptress is the ultimate challenger to authority in the cultural,
social, and political drama of her time; here, she is the locus for the examination, not of the
nature, but of the freedom of ‘man’ as a ‘gendered “abstraction”’. In Rollin’s films, as in
Sade and Radcliffe’s novels, woman offers the maximal illustration of the conflict between
‘man’s’ individual freedom and repressive collective power. Under the influence of Bataille,
heir to Sade, Rollin’s female characters continue the disruption of order already begun in the
century of revolutions, and update it for a post-May-1968 world. Merging the two gothic
poles of damsel in peril and deadly seducer, it is their gender, and their transgression of it,
that makes his perverse innocents the radical incarnation of the spirit of revolt of their time.
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